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Introduction

Why Teach Fluency?
Reading fluency: Although it’s currently
a hot topic in education, it’s not a phrase
you heard often until a few years ago.
Of course when you listened to others
reading, you recognized fluency when
you heard it, and you certainly knew it
when you didn’t hear it; in fact, disfluent
reading may have caused you to wince.
Still, why do you need this large notebook
about teaching reading fluency? For
years—years in which you may have
been a student or were training to be a
teacher—fluency was largely ignored. Yet
you and many of the people you know
read fluently. So why is everyone urging
you to teach fluency?
The answer is simple: Fluency is
important. It is important to oral and
silent reading. It is important for deep
processing and recall. It is essential for
reading enjoyment—enjoyment that
is crucial to ensure that a person will
read frequently and for enjoyment. The
National Reading Panel (2000) found
fluency to be an essential component of
the reading process that must be taught
to developing readers. Indeed, the Panel
described fluency as “a bridge between
phonics and comprehension.” Perhaps
Richard Allington (1983) summed it up
best: “The most compelling reason to
focus instruction on fluency is the strong
correlation between reading fluency and
reading comprehension.”
Some people argue that you can just
provide your students with more sustained
silent reading (SSR) time in school and
that will lead to increased reading fluency.
That will work—for students who are
already proficient readers. However,
struggling readers never read the volume
of material that those who enjoy reading
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do. Also, if they do not hear sufficient
texts read fluently, they may never
understand what truly fluent reading
sounds like.
In addition, there will always be a few
students (generally the ones most in
need of reading help) who spend their
SSR time merely looking at the pages as
if engaged with the print or repeatedly
choosing and then discarding books
without ever reading any of them. Griffith
and Rasinksi (2004, 134) collected some
quotes from challenged readers about
how they spent their sustained silent
reading time. The quotes suggest that
extended periods of sustained silent
reading may not be the most effective use
of your class time. Here are a few of the
students’ statements:
“I started at the top, skipped
a hunk, and then read the
bottom.”
“I looked at the pictures and
then told the story by the
pictures.”
“I only read the third paragraph
of each page. My teacher was
always at her desk grading
papers, so it didn’t really
matter.”
“I lifted up the book in front of
my face and looked for the fancy
words.”
The National Reading Panel (2000)
concluded that while there is a strong
correlation between independent reading
and improved fluency, no convincing
research exists to prove that increasing
the amount of independent reading
will increase fluency or boost reading
achievement. Instead, students need
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direct instruction in how to read fluently
and in what to do when their fluency
breaks down.
“The fluent reader is always thinking
ahead, anticipating the next word,
sentence, paragraph . . . the thinking
works ahead of the eyes” (Fountas and
Pinnell 2006, 81). Good readers read
fluently without giving much thought
to how they are reading; almost all of
their attention is focused on constructing
meaning. However, disfluent readers may
read word by word in a droning monotone
or a rapid-fire staccato, or devote so
much of their time trying to decode and
pronounce words that they have little
energy to expend on comprehension.
Know this: A student who is a disfluent
reader will never chose to read during
his or her free time. Instead, he or she
will choose to play video games, watch
TV, ride a bike, or draw pictures. While
there is nothing wrong with these other
pastimes, they will not contribute to
the student’s academic development.
Reading books during one’s spare time is
perhaps the single best way to improve
academic performance. Only after a
student experiences fluency will he or
she opt to read independently. This
means that reading fluency sets up a cycle
of success. The more a person reads,
the more that person knows. Then the
person reads even more and learns even
more. The converse is also true: The
less a person reads, the less that person
knows. If the person reads less than his or
her peers, that person will know less than
the peers. This gap will grow wider with
time and may eventually impede learning
content-area material.

8
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Notebook Components
Although fluency is a crucial aspect of our
students’ development as readers, few of
them will develop it completely on their
own. Most students will need fluency
lessons delivered in either whole-group,
small-group, partner, or individual lessons,
or a combination thereof.
The information included in this
notebook is a compilation of the best
research-based strategies for improving
reading fluency. Each strategy has been
sorted into five strategy sections: WholeGroup Strategies, Small-Group Strategies,
Partner Strategies, Independent
Strategies, and Performance Strategies.
The divider for each section has a table
of contents. The table of contents lists
the strategies that work best for each type
of reading, a chart showing the reading
levels and interest levels for the student
texts included in that section, Teacher’s
Notes related to those texts, and the
reproducible student texts.
The reading levels for the texts in
this book were determined by the
Flesch-Kincaid method. This readability
score analyzes and rates text on a grade
level based on the average number
of syllables per word and words per
sentence. A score of 3.4 would mean that
a text should be readable by most third
graders by the end of the fourth month
of the school year. Still, this figure is just
an estimate since it cannot assess the
background knowledge of each individual
reader. Also, the reading level scores for
poetry are skewed due to the fact that
poetry has such short sentences.
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Strategy Pages
• Each strategy is described,
and the reasons for its success
in the classroom are outlined.
• The strategy page will
explain how to make it work
in your classroom.

Selections Chart

Whole-Group Strategies

Word Work
One of the biggest
obstacles is improvi
the vocabulary
ng
and
students—espec language skills of our
ially ELL students
those who have
or
lived in languag
e-poor
environments
(such as when
the parents
do not speak standard
English). Ehri
(1995) found that
since many sight
do not have phoneti
words
cally
regular
teachers must
spellings,
specifically point
out both
the “regular” and
“irregular” element
of such words
s
to help students
learn to
recognize them
instantly. For
example,
consider the word
sound, and point they. Discuss the th
out that the ey
unusual way to
is an
write a long a
sound. It
may help to tell
your students
that these
are “outlaw” words
that are “outside
law/rules.”
the
Automaticity and
decoding knowled
come from working
ge
with words. About
10 minutes of
word
necessary to build work each day is
whiteboards and fluency. Distribute
have students
write
words you display.
In the early grades,
use rimes, such
as words that end
in and.
In grades three
and up, concent
rate on
words that use
the same syllable.
example, the syllable
For
tion often falls
at the end of a
word
phonetically decodedand can never be
. Students must
memorize this
syllable and then
recognize
it in any word.
Let’s
education. Quickly say you use the word
write several more
words that use
the tion syllable
in the
same position.
For
use fiction, caption, example, you could
and action. Have
students copy
them. Ask students
of more words
to think
that
them to your displayuse that syllable. Add
and have students
write them as
well. This procedu
students to use
re
multiple modaliti allows
develop automat
es to
icity.
© Shell Educatio
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Anchor Charts

Anchor charts
describe a reading
thinking strategy
or
written in students
own words and
’
displayed in a
prominent
place in the room
(such as on an
mounted on a
easel or
wall)
will fall on it over where students’ eyes
and over. Anchor
work like a subtle
charts
form of suggesti
choose the reading
on—so
want to use with strategies that you
students and use
wisely. Then promote
them
their use by
referring to them
frequently.
For example, teach
reread as a fix-up your students when to
strategy: They
always reread
when they discovershould
they have lost
the meaning, when that
need to go back
they
to recall what
happened
earlier, if they
need
from where they to pick up the context
left off during
their last
reading session,
and
figure out an unknowif they need to try to
n word from context.
After teaching
fix-up
have your students reading strategies,
own words. Write state them in their
what they say.
when they can
ask for assistanc Then
e during
independent reading
point to the anchor time, you can
chart and ask which
fix-up steps they
have already tried.
promotes indepen
This
dence and encoura
the use of the
ges
strategies on the
chart.
Although it is
best to create
anchor
using students
’ own natural languag charts
here are a few
e,
sample charts
for fix-up
strategies for disfl
uent reading:
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• Each section has student
texts and related information
given in a convenient chart
format.
• The chart lists the title of
the student text, the page
number on which the
student text begins, the
page number on which the
Teacher’s Notes for that text
begins, the reading level
of the text, and the interest
level of the text.
• It is always better to have students
practice with material that is at
or below their instructional level.
Therefore, a short story written at 4.2
reading level may appeal to students
in grades 4–12. For developing
fluency, it’s fine to have students in
upper-grade levels read this material.
Indeed, as long as interest is high, the
easier the material is, the more fluent
the reading should be.

Building Fluency
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Whole-Group Strategies

Whole-Group
Selections Chart
Page

Text Title

Reading
Level

Fables

46

The Dog and the
Wolf
The Fox and the
Cat
The Farmer, His
Son, and Their Horse
The Horse and
the Donkey
The Sick Lion
Belling the Cat

47

48

49

50

51

52

The Eagle, the Cat,

53

Appeals to
Grade Level

43

2–12

43

2–12

43

4.5

2–12

43

5.5

2–12

43

6.2

and the Sow

2–12

43

7.2

The Ant and the
Chrysalis
The Fighting Roosters
and the Eagle
Poetry

54

55

Teacher ’s
Notes on Page

1.2
2.1
3.5

2–12

43

8.3

2–12

43

9.3

2–12

43

2–12

April

56

1.8

O Canada

57

58

59

43

2.7

44

3.5

60

44

3.6

The Sparrow ’s Nest
The Lion
The Star-Spangled
Banner
63
To My Dog
64
On the Beach at
Night
65
Come Up from
the Fields, Father
66
I Remember
67
The Raven
68
Sympathy
61

4.2

62

4.2

42

43

2.0

Oh Captain! My
Captain!
The Brooklyn Bridge
Unites the Towns
The Bee

4.9
5.3
5.8
6.4
7.1

45
45
45
45
45

10.0
11.3
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44
44
44

45
45
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2–6
3–8
5–12
3–12
3–8
3–12
4–8
4–12
4–12
4–8
5–12
5–12
8–12
8–12
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Teacher’s Notes
• Most student texts in this
notebook have their new or
difficult vocabulary listed
in the Teacher’s Notes
pages. These are included
immediately after the
chart showing the reading
and interest level of each
student text for the section.
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Whole-Group Strategies

Teacher’s Notes
for the
Whole-Group
Selections
The Dog and the
Wolf
irregular—not
predictable, not
routine
The Fox and the
Cat
methods—ways
of doing somethi
ng
The Farmer, His
Son, and Their
Horse
criticism—finding
fault; negative
judgment
disgrace—sham
eful, shocking
elder—greater
than another in
age or
seniority
The Horse and
the Donkey
collapsed—fell
down
heaved—raised
or lifted with effort
force
or
superior—bette
r than
thoroughbred—
bred from the
animals
best
The Sick Lion
audible—capab
le of being
devious—crook
ed; crafty
disrespectful—
rude

heard

Belling the Cat

encountering—
an unplanned
meeting
outwitting—ou
tsmarting; using
cleverness to get
the better of a
situation
stealthy—trying
to avoid notice;
with caution and
acting
secrecy

n

The Ant and the
Chrysalis
deciduous—a
tree
spring and drops that gets leaves in the
them in the fall
haughtily—arr
ogantly, overly
proud
nimbly—quickly,
easily
panoramic—w
ide
area in all directio view of an extensive
ns
pathetic—pitif
ul
The Fighting Rooster
s and the Eagle
dominion—con
trol
exultantly—triu
mphantly
raucous—loud
and boisterous;
rowdy
undisputed—un
questioned
vanquished—d
efeated
April
save—except
twitter—chirp

luscious—juicy
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The Eagle, the
Cat, and the Sow
devious—not
straightforward
pretense—a false
show; to make
believe
vigilant—alert
to danger
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O Canada
native—belongin
g to a place by
birth
patriot—a person
who loves his or
country
her

Strategie s for
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• Providing you with this information
allows you to preteach words apt to
cause your students to stumble.

Student Texts

Teacher Resource CD

Whole-Group Strategies

The Dog and

the Wolf
• A chart lists the titles
and specific reading
levels of the texts for
that section.
• These texts were
chosen because they
work particularly well
with the strategies for
that section.
• The reading levels were determined
by the Flesch-Kincaid method.

A thin Wolf was
almost dead from
hunger when he
happened to meet
“Oh, Cousin,”
you. Why do you said the Dog. “Your irregular
life will soon be
not
the
given to you daily.” work steadily as I do? Then
you would get your ruin of
food
“I would be glad
to,” said the Wolf,
“if I could only get
a place.”
“I will easily arrange
that for you,” said
master, and you
the Dog. “Come
can share my work.”
with me to my
So the Wolf and
the Dog headed
the Wolf saw that
toward the town.
the hair on one
On the way there,
asked him how
part of the Dog’s
that had come
neck was missing
about.
. He
“Oh, it is nothing
,” said the Dog.
is put on at night
to keep me chained “That is just the place where
to it.”
my collar
up. It rubs a bit,
but one soon gets
used
“Is that true?” said
the Wolf. “Then
of food is worth
good-bye to you,
my freedom!”
Dog. No amoun
t
a dog.

Moral:

46

Assessment Tools
• This section provides
you with the tools
that you will need to
evaluate your students’
fluency, including
rubrics and checklists.

Appendices
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Better to starve
and be free
than be a well-fed
slave.

Building Fluency
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There is a wide
variety of publishe
information about
d
reading inventor
available. All of
ies
the information
contains these
standard features
: a set
of grade-leveled
word
grade-leveled passage, lists, a short,
and multiple-choice
questions based
on the passage.
When
using an informa
l reading inventor
listen as each student
y, you
reads
aloud
of graded and
progressively more a series
passages while
diffi
you mark the omission cult
miscues. The
s and
level at which
the student
reads with 90 percent
or better accuracy
(as determined
by words correct)
adequate compreh
and
ension is consider
or her instructi
ed his
onal level.

n

For example, a
fourth-grade student
read the secondmay
and third-grade
passages with
98 and 96 percent level
respectively and
accuracy
correctly answer
of 10 question
s. However, when 8 out
student attempt
the
s the fourth-grade
passage, reading
level
accuracy drops
percent and compreh
to 88
questions answere ension to 7 out of 10
d correctly. This
indicate that the
student’s instructi would
level is third grade,
onal
the highest level
which he or she
at
can
(or higher) accuracy read with 90 percent
and adequate
comprehension.
His or her indepen
level is second
dent
grade, and fourth
the student’s frustrati
grade is
on level.
Listening to a
student read lists
of
grade-level words
allows you to assess
word knowled
ge in
student’s respons isolation. Writing the
es provides insight
the decoding process:
in
Does the student
recognize word
parts? syllables
? rimes?
Does he or she
make a wild guess
on the letters in
based
the word? Since
these
248
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words are given
in
forced to recogniz isolation, students are
e words on sight
rapid analysis
or with
without
consider the results context clues, some
uninformative
not administer
these assessments. and do

Evaluating Readi
ng Speed
and Accuracy

Automaticity and
pace are the two
components of
fluency that are
most
readily assessed
by
number of words calculating the correct
read in a minute.
Correct words
are
those quickly and those known on sight,
easily decoded
the student immedi
, or those
ately self-corrects.
As the director
of reading for
Chicago
Public Schools,
Shanahan (2006,
established standard
35)
s for accurate
reading speed
at the end of each oral
level:
End of Grade
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

• Audio files of the student texts are
included on the Audio CDs so that
students can hear each text read
fluently. These recordings are
especially useful for independent
practice and for partner and small
group use in centers.
• See Appendix C (pages 295–296) for
a complete list of the audio tracks and
reading passage titles.

Oral Words
Correct Per
Minute (wcpm)
60
90
120
130
140
150
160
170

Shanahan’s scale
is
cannot help make straightforward, but it
assessment decision
at the start or
s
middle of the
school
year. Kuhn and
Rasinski publishe
Reading Fluency
d Oral
Target Rate Norms
based on words
correct per minute
start, middle, and
for
end of each grade the
(2007, 213). The
level
following table
these norms:
shows

Building Fluency
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Appendix A: Reference
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• Appendix A
contains the References Cited for
the notebook. Here you can find the
information that will allow you to
locate the exact book or journal article
to do more exploration of a particular
topic.
• Appendix B lists the contents of the
Teacher Resource CD.
• Appendix C lists the contents of the
Audio CDs.
• Appendix D is the index for the
notebook. It includes the strategy
names and the titles of the student
texts.
• Appendix E tells about the author of
the notebook.
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Audio CDs

Assessment

Informal Readi
ng
Inventories

• The Teacher Resource CD allows
easy access to the resources in this
book. The Teacher Resource CD
includes PDFs of all of the student
reproducibles.
• See Appendix B (pages 292–294)
for a complete list of the files on the
Teacher Resource CD.

Student Texts

of the Audio CDs
Appendix C: Contents
Building Fluency
Strategies for

Title
Track

The Sparrow’s

Track 31
Track 32
Track 33
Track 34
Track 35
Track 36
Track 37
Track 38

Victory Speech
Release from Prison
Gate
Brandenburg
Remarks at the
Brown Wolf
d Bluff
The Enchante
Mill
The Ghost in the
Coaster
Jeff and the Roller
Woman’s Work
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Track 21
Track 22

The Raven

287

Track 35

Strategie s for

sweatshop.pdf
disaster.pdf
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The Tombs Within
St. Agatha’s
Independent
Strategies
Ten Little Fingers

Strategies for

rollercoaster.pdf
magic.pdf
memories.pdf
chocolate.pdf
orchestra.pdf

’Round the Village

Building Fluency

fatherwilliam.pdf
casey.pdf
daughter.pdf
brigade.pdf
overhill.pdf
vine.pdf
pandora.pdf
telltaleheart.pdf
musicians.pdf
tailor.pdf
romulus.pdf
tombs.pdf
fingers.pdf
village.pdf
Appendix D: Index
© Shell Educatio
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A

B
books in a series,
145–147
books on CD,
144
bringing poetry
to life, 201–202
buddy reading,
109–110
captioned TV,
145
choral reading,
33–34
Closed Caption
s Parent Letter,
151
components of
fluency
described, 10–20
student explanat
ions,
content-area partners 27–29
,
cooperative repeated 111
reading, 108
© Shell Educatio

The Months

Building Fluency

Heart

The Breman Town
Musicians
The Clever Tailor
Romulus and Remus

C

Loss and Gain
Mr. Nobody
Bed in Summer

Track 33
Track 34

The Tell-Tale

sympathy.pdf
doctor.pdf
miltondaub.pdf

anchor charts,
31–32
assessment
benchmark texts,
262–273
overview, 247
rubrics, 255–261
student texts, 262,
274–285
assessment tools
informal reading
inventories, 248
evaluating reading
speed and accuracy
248
,
classroom fluency
snapshot, 247;
249
Classroom Fluency
Snapshot Log,
250
one-minute reading
probe, 251
One-Minute Reading
Probe Chart, 252
Oral Reading
Fluency Scale,
255;
257
timed repeated
readings, 253
Timed Repeate
d Readings Chart,
254
Four-Part Fluency
Rubric, 255; 258
Multidimensional
Fluency Scale,
255;
259
Components of
Fluency Plus Retellin
Rubric, 256; 260
g
Readers’ Theater
Rubric, 256; 261
automaticity, 10;
27

Thanksgiving Day
Wolf
A Night with a
t
Robin Redbreas
The Kayak
The Sun’s Travels

Track 31
Track 32

comeup.pdf
remember.pdf

remarks.pdf
brownwolf.pdf
bluff.pdf
ghost.pdf

s

Lord Ullin’s Daughter
The Charge of
the Light Brigade
Over the Hill to
the Poor-House
The Vine’s Last
Leaf
Pandora’s Box

Go ’Round and

292

I’m Glad
In 1492

Track 29
Track 30

Strategies

Working in a Sweatsho
p
Disaster at the
South Pole

Allergies
of Thee
My Country ’Tis

Track 27
Track 28

Partner Strategie

You Are Old, Father
William
Casey at the Bat

lion.pdf
banner.pdf
mydog.pdf
beach.pdf

raven.pdf

Sympathy
Small-Group

The Swing

Track 25
Track 26

Childhood Memorie
s
The History of
Chocolate
Components of
a Symphony
Orchestra

sparrow.pdf

gled Banner

The First Female
Doctor Graduate
s
Milton Daub’s
Adventures After
the
Blizzard of 1888

The Ram
Baby Seed Song
By
The Flag Goes
February Twilight

Track 23
Track 24

Nest

The Lion
The Star-Span
To My Dog

prison.pdf
Gate

work.pdf

Magic Squares

canada.pdf
captain.pdf
bridge.pdf
bee.pdf

On the Beach
at Night
Come Up From
the Fields, Father
I Remember

Brandenburg

The Enchante
d Bluff
The Ghost in the
Mill
Jeff and the Roller
Coaster
Woman’s Work

april.pdf

O Canada
O Captain! My
Captain!

Sawdust
Five Little Chickens
Over in a Meadow

Track 19
Track 20

Brown Wolf

cat.pdf
eagle.pdf
ant.pdf
roosters.pdf

The Bee

Track
Magic Squares
s
Childhood Memorie
Chocolate
The History of
Track 41
a Symphony Orchestra
Components of
Track 42
Audio CD 2
William
You Are Old, Father
Track 1
Casey at the Bat
Track 2
Ullin’s Daughter
Lord
3
Track
the Light Brigade
The Charge of
Track 4
the Poor-House
Over the Hill to
Track 5
Leaf
The Vine’s Last
Track 6
Pandora’s Box
Track 7
Heart
The Tell-Tale
Track 8
Musicians
The Breman Town
Track 9
The Clever Tailor
Track 10
Romulus and Remus
Track 11
St. Agatha’s
The Tombs Within
Track 12
Ten Little Fingers
Track 13
’Round the Village
Go ’Round and
Track 14

Track 17
Track 18

Remarks at the

sicklion.pdf

The Brooklyn
Bridge Unites
the
Town

Filename
virginia.pdf
hindenburg.pdf
tendays.pdf
victory.pdf

Release from Prison

horse.pdf

The Sick Lion
Belling the Cat
The Eagle, the
Cat, and the Sow
The Ant and the
Chrysalis
The Fighting Roosters
and the Eagle

Track 39
Track 40

Track 15
Track 16

farmer.pdf

the Donkey

April

Title

Audio CD 1
Wolf
The Dog and the
Track 1
Cat
The Fox and the
Horse
Track 2
Son, and Their
The Farmer, His
Track 3
the Donkey
The Horse and
Track 4
The Sick Lion
Track 5
Cat
Belling the
Track 6
Cat, and the Sow
The Eagle, the
Track 7
Chrysalis
The Ant and the
Track 8
and the Eagle
The Fighting Roosters
Track 9
April
Track 10
O Canada
Track 11
Captain!
O Captain! My
Track 12
the Town
Bridge Unites
The Brooklyn
Track 13
The Bee
Track 14
Nest
The Sparrow’s
Track 15
The Lion
Track 16
gled Banner
The Star-Span
Track 17
To My Dog
Track 18
at Night
On the Beach
Track 19
the Fields, Father
Come Up From
Track 20
I Remember
Track 21
The Raven
Track 22
Sympathy
s
Track 23
Doctor Graduate
The First Female
Track 24
es After the
Adventur
Milton Daub’s
Track 25
Blizzard of 1888
p
Working in a Sweatsho
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Whole-Group Strategies

Special Guest Read-Aloud

Shared Reading

At the start of each grading period, send
out the invitation on page 41 to invite
guest readers to read a favorite text to
the class, thereby demonstrating fluent
reading and a sincere enjoyment of books.
Send the volunteer request to parents,
school staff (such as lunchroom workers),
and district administrators. Your goal
is for one person to be a guest reader
each week. Mark a calendar to set the
schedule, and send the guest reader the
bottom half of the letter on page 41 with
the date he or she will read. You’ll be
amazed at the community’s response and
your students’ enthusiasm for listening to
guest readers.

Shared reading lessons have five key steps
(Fountas and Pinnell 2006). First, preview
the text (use a big book or a text from
this section of the notebook printed on a
transparency or written chart paper). This
introduction will pique students’ interest
and activate their background knowledge.
Then read aloud the text while pointing
to the words. You may stop occasionally
to discuss punctuation or text features
(boldfaced words, italics, etc.). Try not
to overdo this, however, because it may
interrupt the reading flow.

Encourage ELL students to
use cognates to help them
understand English. Cognates
are words that are similar in
both languages and have the
same meaning. They may
be pronounced diﬀerently.
English and Spanish have
many cognates (e.g., circulo/
circle). Try to learn some
words in your students’
languages so you will be able
to point out the cognates.

Next, read the text chorally, pointing to
the words to help your students match
word for word. As soon as possible, run
your finger beneath the line to encourage
reading. Then discuss the text. This helps
students to comprehend and builds their
ability to summarize a plot.
Finally, teach a specific strategy or
concept. Keep it brief, but never omit
this step. Revisit certain pages to discuss
and reinforce strategies, such as how to
decode words, draw conclusions, make
predictions, or analyze or criticize the text.
You can also work on improving fluency
problems.
False cognates are words that
look similar or even identical
in both languages but mean
very diﬀerent things. Still,
you may be able to use these
to beneﬁt your ELL students.
For example, pie means foot
in Spanish. Have students
create cards with the word
pie and draw pictures of a
foot about to step into a pie.
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Whole-Group Strategies

Fluency-Oriented Reading
Instruction (FORI)
When reading expository materials,
getting students to think about vocabulary
and ideas will help them read more
fluently as they work to “unlock” the text.
One of the most effective ways to do this
is by previewing the text, encouraging
students to think about the title, captions,
subtitles, sidebars, maps, graphs, and
labels. Previewing will help them
anticipate what is coming, and this boosts
fluency. Here are some things to say to
guide your preview:

When you speak to an ELL
student and there’s a long
pause, it’s easy to feel like you
have to jump in and continue
speaking or answer your own
question. But long pauses are
vital as he or she processes or
translates (depending upon
the literacy stage). After
waiting 60 seconds, you may
wish to rephrase the question
and then give more time for
the student to answer.

• Read the subtitles and think about
how they go with the title.
• Why do you think the publisher
included this map? this graph?
• When is the best time to read the
sidebars? (after reading the text on
the page but before going to the next
page)
Stahl et al. (2003) describes FluencyOriented Reading Instruction (FORI)
for use in grades two and up with
content-area textbooks. First, the
text is read aloud by the teacher as
students follow along in their copies. A
discussion of the text follows to ensure
students understand the importance of
comprehension. Over the next three days,
students reread the text by echo reading
(see page 143), choral reading (see
page 33), or using partner strategies (see
pages 107–111).
On the third day, the text is taken home
and read aloud to a family member. By
this point, students have practiced the
text and you can be confident that they
understand it thoroughly. Thus, you can
spend the final two days of the week doing
related activities.
© Shell Education
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The Sick Lion
One day, the Lion lay in his cave making faint, barely audible roars. The other
animals had no idea what to do. The Lion had always made all their decisions. At last, they
decided that they must visit him in his cave, for if they stayed away, he would certainly be
angry and would be sure to punish them after his recovery.
Thus, some animals entered the Lion’s cave carrying such gifts as the best bit of
meat from a catch. Others went to inquire about his health. Large and small, each animal
in the kingdom made his or her way to the Lion’s dwelling, except for the Fox. Eventually,
the Lion noticed the Fox’s absence and sent the Hyena to confront him.
“Fox,” said the Hyena, “You have displeased the Lion, for although he is desperately
ill, you have not gone to his cave to see how he is feeling. Why are you so disrespectful?”
The Fox replied, “Hyena, I came right to the mouth of the Lion’s cave bearing a
luscious piece of meat as a get-well present. However, I was too frightened to enter.”
“Why?” asked the Hyena.
The Fox responded, “I saw footprints from all sorts of animals. But they were all
going one way—into the cave; not a single footprint came out. I did not want to enter a
place from which I would never return.”
The Fox had ﬁgured out the Lion’s devious plan: Thinking he was sick and harmless,
the animals he usually chased down for food had come right into his cave—and ended up
as his next meal.

Moral:

50

Think for yourself; don’t just
follow the crowd.
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Independent Strategies

The Swing
How would you like to go up in a swing—
Up in the air so blue?
Oh, I do think it’s the pleasantest thing
Ever a child can do!
Up in the air and over the wall
Till I can see so wide—
Rivers and trees and cattle and all
Over the countryside
Up in the air till I can look down
On the roof so brown.
Up in the air I go ﬂying again!
Up in the air and down.
—Robert Louis Stevenson
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